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Isabel hanlon
Wife of Paul Hanlon, Isabel is a mild-mannered, patient woman who enjoys
hosting events and organizing gatherings with the couples' friends. As a
professional make-up artist for movies, Isabel travels a lot for her work, and
loves to experience new places. She is a fantastic skier, and her moves on the
slopes put all others to shame!

florence mcCumber
Fun, vivacious and always up for a good time, Florence McCumber is always
having a good time. A long-time friend of many at the chalet, Florence has an
infectious laugh, and makes it her mission to ensure everyone is having a great
time no matter the situation. Her sense of humour and ability to take life lightly
helps her in her profession as a teacher, and she is always keen to share stories
of the absurd things that take place in her classroom. Florence is the guest
everyone wants to have around – and together with her husband, Kai, the pair is
always the life of the party.

carly bray
Quiet and mild-mannered, Carly tends to be the serious one of the group. While
she is no stranger to having a good time, while others are laughing hysterically,
she manages a mild chuckle. Carly has a soft voice and a knowing smile, and has
often been referred to as the most mysterious of the group.
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paul hanlon
Husband of Isabel Hanlon, Paul is an all-around nice guy, and the 'perfect
husband'. A family man, Paul has had a steady corporate job for years, and
enjoys a long vacation each year. An avid traveler, Paul was happy to find Isabel,
and together they travel as much as possible. Paul is also a fantastic cook, and a
handyman at heart, having recently renovated the couple's house himself.

kai mcCumber
Husband of Florence McCumber, Kai is an avid skier, and hits the slopes as often
as he can. This is his fifth trip to the Alps, and he claims that skiing anywhere
else in the world is now just a disappointment. Kai likes to enjoy the finer things
in life, and is the person to go to for wine recommendations – no matter where in
the world you plan to drink it! Kai is suave and charismatic; someone others
simply love to be around.

rudy flynn
Single man Rudy Flynn is quite possibly the nicest person you will ever meet. He
greets everyone he encounters with a broad smile and welcomes them as a
friend. No matter the tone of the day or situation, Rudy always has a positive
word to say, and enjoys being around other positive people. Rudy loves music,
and among his musical talents, he plays his guitar whenever he can, and loves to
lead a sing-song around the fire whenever the situation calls for it.
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